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NC Essential Standard Objectives Kindergarten Activities 

K.SI.1 Classify useful 

sources of information. 

Identify sources of 

information(e.g. print, non-

print, electronic, people) 

Use NCWiseowl together (whole group) to model electronic resources. 

 

Identify the relevant sources 

of information for a given 

task. 

Introduce students to the sections of the library- Easy, Easy Non-fiction, 

Non-fiction, etc.  Example take a "Library Tour" 

K.IN.1 Understand the 

difference between text read 

for enjoyment and text read 

for information. 

Understand the meaning of 

fiction and nonfiction. 

Read Goldilocks & Three Bears then read a simple nonfiction book about 

bears. Discuss the characteristics of the bears in each book.  Talk about 

what bears do in real life.  

 

Identify resources with 

appropriate factual 

information. 

Whole class read a fun book then show a non-fiction source - magazine, 

non-fiction books, website on the same subject area.   

K.TT.1  Use technology 

tools and skills to reinforce 

classroom concepts and 

activities. 

Use a variety of technology 

tools to gather data and 

information. 

Librarian models to the whole class how to use iPads, laptops, and 

desktop computer (mouse) 

 

Use a variety of technology 

tools to organize data and 

information. 

Use thinking maps on the Smartboard.  Allow students to supply 

information for the appropriate portion of the map. 

 

Use technology tools to 

present data and information.   

Students create their own story illustrations and show them on document 

camera to SmartBoard.  

K.RP.1  Understand the 

importance of good 

questions in conducting 

research. 

Identify questions that are 

relevant for a given topic or 

purpose. 

Who What When Where Why oral questioning   Later in the year 

introduce the Super3 concept  Plan Do Review 

K.SE.1  Remember safety 

and ethical issues related to 

the responsible use of 

information and technology 

resources. 

Identify examples of 

responsible use and care of 

technology hardware and 

software. 

Discuss basics of care of computers and tech devices.  No food and drink 

while using. Don't Drop it.  Keep it in a safe place.  Stay on websites that 

adults recommend.  Librarian teaches book care, parts of book, and 

emphasizes that library books must be returned so other people can read 

them.   

 

Remember internet safety 

rules. 

Basic rules of using the internet.  Emphasize that an adult should be 

aware of what you are doing on the internet.  
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NC Essential Standard Objective First Grade Activities 

1.SI.1  Recall useful sources 

of information 

Identify various resources 

for information 

Use NCWiseowl together (whole group) to model electronic 

resources.  Rookie Readers (easy non-fiction books)  NCWise Owl 

Britannica  Magazines 

 

Classify resources as 

relevant for given purpose 

and or topic. 

Introduce students to the sections of the library- Easy, Easy Non-fiction, 

Non-fiction, etc. 

1.IN.1  Understand the 

difference between text read 

for enjoyment and text read 

for information. 

Classify text as nonfiction or 

fiction 

Teach Fiction is fun and fake    Teach non-fiction is true  And show 

multiple examples-- Bear Wants More  by: Karma Wilson and Bears by 

Melvin and Gilda Berger  

 

Compare important facts and 

minor details. 

Whole class read a fun book then show a non-fiction source - magazine, 

non-fiction books, website on the same subject area.  Promote easier non-

fiction books for self selected reading. 

1.TT.1 Use technology tools 

and skills to reinforce 

classroom concepts and 

activities. 

Use a variety of technology 

tools to gather data and 

information 

Librarian models to the whole class how to use iPads, laptops, and 

desktop computer (mouse) 

 

Use a variety of technology 

tools to organize data and 

information 

Use thinking maps on the Smartboard.  Allow students to supply 

information for the appropriate portion of the map. 

 

Use technology tools to 

present data and information ChatterPix Kids- iPad app    SmartBoard 

1.RP.1  Remember the steps 

of a simple (or simplified) 

research process 

Recognize the steps of a 

simple research process 

Use Super3 Research process- #1 Plan  #2 Do  #3 

Review   www.big6.com  Big 6 

1.SE.1  Understand safety 

and ethical issues related to 

the responsible use of 

information and technology 

resources 

Use technology hardware 

and software responsibly. 

Discuss basics of care of computers and tech devices.  No food and drink 

while using. Don't Drop it.  Keep it in a safe place.  Librarian teaches 

book care, parts of book, and emphasizes that library books must be 

returned so other people can read them.  Stay on websites that adults 

recommend. 

 

Recognize the importance of 

respect for the work of 

others. 

Librarian talks with the students about how they feel when other children 

steal their toy.  Encourage them to tell where they get their information.   

http://www.big6.com/
http://www.big6.com/
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Explain why safety is 

important when using 

internet. netsmartzkids.org   brainpopjr.com  Internet Safety  Brain Pop Jr 

 

Recognize the need to obtain 

permission or give credit 

when using intellectual 

property of others. 

Encourage students to indicate the book title, website, or other source 

where they got their information.   

 

 

Goal Objective Second Grade Activities 

2.SI.1 Categorize sources of 

information as appropriate or 

inappropriate 

Classify sources of 

information as relevant for 

particular topics or purposes. 

Use NCWiseowl together (whole group) to model electronic resources. 

Model using Destiny to find library resources. 

 

Classify resources as current 

or not current. 

Introduce students to the sections of the library- Easy, Easy Non-fiction, 

Non-fiction, etc. Dictionary skills 

2.IN.1   Understand 

appropriate procedures when 

reading for enjoyment and 

information  

Categorize books by their 

genre characteristics. 

Each week read aloud a different genre book.  As a class we discuss the 

different characteristics of that book.  Each student made a foldable 

paper   to keep the definition of each genre.... add to the foldable each 

week.  At the end of the unit the librarian divides the students into 

groups.  Give each group a stack of books.  The students work together 

by using their foldable definition guide to put the books into the genre 

groups.  An Example of a Foldable 

 

Summarize appropriate 

reading strategies when 

reading for information. 

The librarian models by using nonfiction books, magazines, and new 

articles to identify subtitles, subheadings, underline important parts of 

text needed for their research.  Encourage children to look for keywords 

in the text.  For example:  if they are studying about habitats of an 

animal- look for the word habitat, home, environment in the text.   

2.TT.1  Use technology tools 

and skills to reinforce 

classroom concepts and 

activities. 

Use a variety of technology 

tools to gather data and 

information 

Students use iPads and Desktops to gather information using the 

librarian’s specific guidance.  Use Learn360 for informational video clips 

 

use a variety of technology 

tools to organize data and 

information 

provide opportunities for students to select the appropriate thinking map 

to use to display their information. 

http://www.netsmartzkids.org/
http://www.brainpopjr.com/
http://mslevasseur.tumblr.com/post/31157259833/story-elements-foldable
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Use technology tools to 

present data and information 

Voicethread   SmartBoard    Allow students to make presentations using 

Smart Notebook and share their presentations with the class powerpoint 

2.RP.1  Apply the research 

process by participating in 

whole- class research 

Execute the steps of a simple 

research process 

Super3 research process  #1 Plan    #2 Do    #3 

Review    www.big6.com   Assist students in finding relevant information 

for the topic at hand.  Big 6 

2.SE.1 Understand issues 

related to the safe, ethical, 

and responsible use of 

information and technology 

resources 

Use technology hardware 

and software responsibly 

Discuss basics of care of computers and tech devices.  No food and drink 

while using. Don't Drop it.  Keep it in a safe place.  Stay on websites that 

adults recommend.  Librarian teaches book care, parts of book, and 

emphasizes that library books must be returned so other people can read 

them.   

 

Explain why safe use of 

electronic resources is 

important 

Librarian explains to the students to make sure an adult knows what they 

are doing while using technology devices.  The librarian models age 

appropriate websites and apps and encourages the student to use 

those.  Direct students to NCWiseOwl and our library homepages in 

Destiny for links they can use.   

 

Use simple citation rules for 

print and electronic 

resources. 

The Librarian collaborates with the classroom teacher to see what his/ her 

expectation is for citation at this age level.  Librarian encourages the 

students to list the title,author, copyright dates of the print resource.  The 

librarian encourages the students to list the website and date of 

publication of the website from where they gathered their information. 

Model to the students how to write a simple citation.   

 

  

http://www.big6.com/
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NC Essential Standard Objectives Third Grade Activities  

3.SI Categorize sources of 

information for specific purposes. 

1.1 Classify various types of 

resources as appropriate or 

inappropriate for purposes. 

Fact Hound Card Game, Present NF & F resources for 

students to classify which would be best to use for this 

particular research topic and why they chose them. Secret 

of the Rock book series. 

  

1.2 Classify resources as reliable or 

not reliable. 

Compare F vs NF for factual information, compare 

copyright dates on resources, can students find the same 

information in several resources, compare web resources 

for relevance, (PDF- Web Analysis, teacher led 

discussion) 

3.IN Apply strategies that are 

appropriate when reading for 

enjoyment and information. 

1.1 Use visual and literacy cues to 

locate relevant information in a 

given text (e.g. bold print, italics, 

bullets, etc.) 

NF Scavenger Hunt ( PDF attachment) to find text 

features, teacher guided) 

  

1.2 Compare characteristics of 

genres to develop diverse reading 

habits. 

Read Alouds, compare to previous reads, collaborating 

w/teachers on readers workshop for genres, Genre 

display focus, use scholastic book images cut up and 

classified into genres, Use Chart paper in small group to 

describe genres with words, phrases, and pictures then let 

students present, 40 Book Challenge, Journal questions 

3.TT Use technology tools and skills 

to reinforce classroom concepts and 

activities. 

1.1 Use a variety of technology 

tools to gather data and information 

(e.g., Web-based resources, e-

books, online communication tools, 

etc.) 

Destiny Quest, Kidblog.com, Kahoot, NC Wise Owl, NC 

Digital library 

  

1.2 Use a variety of technology 

tools to organize data and 

information (e.g., word processor, 

graphic organizer, audio and visual 

recording, online collaboration 

tools, etc.) 

Google Doc, Thinking Maps, PPT, Voki, Newspaper 

template from presentationmagazine.com, QR codes 

Voice Thread, and audioBoom (App) various Apps for 

creating 
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1.3 Use technology tools to present 

data and information (multimedia, 

audio and visual recording, online 

collaboration tools, etc.) 

Google Doc, Thinking Maps, PPT, Voki, Newspaper 

template from presentationmagazine.com, Voice Thread, 

and audioBoom (App) various Apps for creating, QR 

codes 

3.RP - Apply a research process as 

part of collaborative research. 

1.1 Implement a research process by 

collaborating effectively with other 

students. 

Big 6 / Super 3, teacher collaboration, team teaching, 

small group to assign task/jobs, gather needed materials, 

Copyright, plagiarism, citation 

3.SE Understand issues related to 

the safe, ethical, and responsible 

use of information and technology 

resources. 

1.1 Understand the guidelines for 

responsible use of technology and 

hardware. 

Using varied resources via: Learn 360, Common Sense, 

netsmartzkids.org Video, Youtube, Pinterest sites 

  

1.2 Understand ethical behavior 

(copyright, not plagiarizing, 

netiquette) when using resources. Same as 1.1 

  

1.3 Understand internet safety 

precautions (personal information, 

passwords, etc.) Advised to address at the beginning of the year 
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NC Essential Standard Objective 4th Grade Activities 

4.SI Apply criteria to determine 

appropriate information 

resources for specific topics and 

purposes. 

1.1 Use various types of resources to gather 

information (including print, and online 

media). 

Fact Hound card game (Really Good Stuff or 

UpStart), Secret of the Rock series, Reference 

Scavenger Hunt, Dewey Scavenger Hunt, Dewey 

Rap (You Tube), Dewey BINGO, Dewey browse 

to list favorites (flip chart of index cards), Dewey 

PPT (attachment), Spine Label ordering 

(Pinterest), book shelving, QR codes to sites with 

or without relevance, Google vs. NCWiseOwl 

specific, comparing resources (pdf) 

  

1.2 Use relevant sources of information for an 

assigned task. 

Compare the sources you have found to what the 

question is asking 

  1.3 Use reliable sources of information. 

Compare F vs NF for factual information, 

compare copyright dates on resources, can 

students find the same information in several 

resources, compare web resources for relevance, 

(PDF- Web Analysis- Teacher guided) 

4.IN Apply Appropriate 

strategies when reading for 

enjoyment and for information. 

1.1 Implement appropriate reading strategies 

when reading for information. 

Graphic organizers or sticky notes of information 

found in NF books with text features, student 

booktalks (record with audioBoom, add to student 

favorites display), text feature scavenger hunt 

(small group), Table Texting worksheet 

(Pinterest), Exit Slips (tpt) for evaluation 

  

1.2 Explain the importance of relevant 

characteristics in various genres. student journals with teacher ques. prompts 

4.TT Use technology tools and 

skills to reinforce and extend 

classroom concepts and 

activities. 

1.1 Use a variety of technology tools to gather 

data and information (e.g. web based, 

resources, ebooks, online communication 

tools, etc.) 

Destiny Quest, Kidblog.com, Kahoot, NC Wise 

Owl, NC Digital library 

  

1.2 Use a variety of technology tools to 

organize data and information (e.g. word 

processor, graphic organizer, audio and visual 

recording, online collaboration tools, etc.) 

Google Doc, Thinking Maps, PPT, Voki, 

Newspaper template from 

presentationmagazine.com, QR codes Voice 
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Thread, and audioBoom (App) various Apps for 

creating 

  

1.3 Use technology tools to present data and 

information (multimedia, audio and visual 

recording, online collaboration tools, etc.) 

Google Doc, Thinking Maps, PPT, Voki, 

Newspaper template from 

presentationmagazine.com, Voice Thread, and 

audioBoom (App) various Apps for creating, QR 

codes 

4.RP Apply a research process as 

part of collaborative research. 

1.1 Implement a research process by 

collaborating effectively with other students. 

Big 6, teacher collaboration, team teaching, small 

group to assign task/jobs, gather needed materials, 

copyright, plagiarism, citation 

4. SE Understand issues related 

to the safe, ethical, and 

responsible use of information 

and technology resources. 

1.1  Understand the guidelines for responsible 

use of technology and hardware. 

Using varied resources via: Learn 360, Common 

Sense, netsmartzkids.org Video, Youtube, 

Pinterest sites 

  

1.2 Understand ethical behavior (copyright, 

not plagiarizing, netiquette) when using 

resources. Same as 1.1 

  

1.3 Understand internet safety precautions 

(personal information, passwords, etc.) Advised to address at the beginning of the year 
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NC Essential Standard Objectives 5th Grade Activities  

5.SI Apply criteria to determine 

appropriate information 

resources for specific topics and 

purposes. 

1.1 Use various types of resources to gather 

information (including print and online media). 

NC Wise Owl, primary source, Web-based, e-

books, NF informational books, brochures, 

newspapers, magazines, various Apps, etc. 

  

1.2 Use relevant sources of information for an 

assigned task. 

Compare the sources you have found to find if 

the information is relevant to the topic or 

question that is being asked. 

  1.3 Use reliable sources of information. 

Compare F vs NF for factual information, 

compare copyright dates on resources, can 

students find the same information in several 

resources, compare web resources for relevance, 

(PDF- Web Analysis- student led.). 

5.IN Analyze appropriate 

strategies when reading for 

enjoyment and information. 

1.1 Differenentiate strategies when reading 

information text in a variety of formats (e.g. 

print, online, audio, etc.) to complete assigned 

tasks. 

Graphic organizers or sticky notes of information 

found in NF books with text features, student 

booktalks (record with audioBoom, add to 

student favorites display), Table Texting work 

sheet (Pinterest), Exit Slips (tpt) for evaluation, 

Thinking Maps, evaluation tools for web sites, 

independent NF scavenger hunt 

  

1.2 Differentiate strategies when reading 

various genres. 

Student journals with teacher ques. prompts, 

table texting (tpt), charts to compare, Thinking 

Maps, etc. 

5.TT Use technology tools and 

skills to reinforce and extend 

classroom concepts and 

activities. 

1.1 Use a variety of technology tools to gather 

data and information (e.g., Web-based 

resources, e-books, online communication tools, 

etc.) 

Destiny Quest, Kidblog.com, Kahoot, 

NCWiseOwl, NC Digital library through public 

library, etc. 
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1.2 Use a variety of technology tools to organize 

data and information (e.g, word processor, 

graphic organizer, audio and visual recording, 

online collaboration tools, etc.) 

Google Doc, Thinking Maps, PPT, Voki, 

Newspaper template (from 

presentationmagazine.com), QR codes, Voice 

Thread, and audioBoom (free App for recording), 

and  various Apps for creating. 

  

1.3 Use technology tools to present data and 

information (multimedia, audio and visual 

recording, online collaboration tools, etc.) 

Google Doc, Thinking Maps, PPT, Voki, 

Newspaper template from 

presentationmagazine.com, Voice Thread, and 

Auto Boom (App) various Apps for creating, QR 

codes. 

5.RP Apply a research process 

as part of collaborative 

research. 

1.1 Implement a research process by 

collaborating effectively with other students. 

Big 6, teacher collaboration, team teaching, small 

group to assign task/jobs, gather needed 

materials, copyright, plagiarism, citation 

5.SE Understand issues related 

to the safe, ethical, and 

responsible use of information 

and technology resources. 

1.1  Understand the guidelines for responsible 

use of technology and hardware. 

Using varied resources via: Learn 360, Common 

Sense, Netmartzkids.org videos, Youtube, 

Pinterest, etc. 

  

1.2 Understand ethical behavior (copyright, not 

plagiarizing, netiquette) when using resources. 

Using varied resources via: Learn 360, Common 

Sense, netsmartzkids.org videos, Youtube, 

Pinterest sites, NCWiseOwl Copyright Pledge 

and have students sign 

  

1.3 Understand internet safety precautions 

(personal information, passwords, etc.) Advised to address at the beginning of the year. 
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NC Essential 
Standard 

Clarifying 
Objectives 

6th 7th/8th High School (embedded in authentic tasks 
and assignments or as mini-lessons to 
precede authentic tasks) 

 
Sources of 
Info.- 
 
Analyze/ 
Evaluate 
resources to 
determine 
their reliability, 
point of view, 
bias, and 
relevance for 
particular 
topics and 
purposes, 
based on 
specified 
criteria and to 
solve given 
problems. 
 

 

6.SI.1-HS.SI.1 

1. Analyze & 
Evaluate 
resources for 
reliability 
(which can be 
determined by 
currency, 
credibility, 
authority, 
depending on 
the 
topic)                 
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
        

 Use mail order catalogs from 
home to introduce the 
concept of catalogs. Review 
use of Destiny catalog as an 
online home address for all 
our books. 

 Teach strategies for 
searching effectively. 
Demonstrate searches using 
one topic and the different 
"hits" you get going subject 
vs. keyword, etc. 

 Introduce the following 
online indexes: NCWiseOwl, 
NC Digital library, Public 
Library.  

 Compare a variety of 
formats using one topic. 
Discuss differences in the 
information found on that 
topic in each format (books, 
videos, encyclopedias, 
websites, articles, etc.).  

 Brainstorm criteria for 
excellence in print and 
nonprint materials (source, 
comprehensiveness, format, 
copyright, illustrations, etc.) 
and compare and contrast 
those materials considering 
strengths, weaknesses, and 
comprehensiveness of 
each.      Introduce a variety 
of print and nonprint 
resources including: books, 

 Use mail order catalogs 
from home to introduce 
the concept of catalogs. 
Review use of Destiny 
catalog, NCWiseOwl, NC 
Digital library & public 
library databases. 

 Explain use of search 
engines to find appropriate 
information on the 
Internet. Provide 
opportunities for students 
to interview guest 
speakers, email contacts 
for specific topics and 
questions. Include and use 
print, non-print, AV, online 
and human resources, 
local museums, & archives 
to provide materials and 
information.  

 Review and develop 
criteria for and rubrics to 
select and evaluate 
reliable print and non-print 
resources for accuracy.      

 Discuss concept of 
primary and secondary 
resources and the benefit 
of each using examples for 
student research.      

 

 Present a variety of pre-selected 
articles and resources around a single 
topic (perhaps a current event) and 
allow students to use a rubric to 
evaluate each for currency, credibility, 
authority, etc. 

 Allow students to collaboratively 
select resources around a single topic 
and evaluate using rubric for 
currency, credibility, authority, etc. 
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magazines, newspapers, 
videos, etc.        

 Discuss concept of primary 
and secondary resources 
and the benefit of each 
using examples for student 
research.        

2. Analyze & 
Evaluate 
content for 
relevance to 
the assigned 
task. 

 Brainstorm criteria for 
excellence in print and 
nonprint materials (source, 
comprehensiveness, format, 
copyright, illustrations, etc.) 
and compare and contrast 
those materials considering 
strengths, weaknesses, and 
comprehensiveness of 
each.      Introduce a variety 
of print and nonprint 
resources including: books, 
magazines, newspapers, 
videos, etc.  Use attached 
sheet to discover different 
resources available in 
library. My Research 
Sources Fill-in-the-Blanks 
Worksheet 

 Discuss and review criteria 
for selecting the most 
appropriate resource 
based on your information 
or enjoyment needs.   

 Compare a variety of 
formats using one topic. 
Discuss differences in the 
information found on that 
topic in each format 
(books, videos, 
encyclopedias, websites, 
articles, etc.)  Use attached 
sheet to discover different 
resources available in 
library. My Research 
Sources Fill-in-the-Blanks 
Worksheet 

 Compare & contrast 
websites considering 
strengths, weaknesses 
and comprehensiveness of 
each. Discuss .com, .org., 
.edu, .net, .gov. Use 
attached sheet to score 
several websites after 
doing ppt lesson to 
discuss comparing 
websites. 
https://www.teacherspayte
achers.com/Product/Websi
te-Evaluation-Worksheet-
Check-List-and-Scoring-

 Model creating a “big question” to 
guide research for a certain topic and 
then discuss several sources to find if 
they match up with the actual goals of 
the research question. 

 Discuss quantity and quality of 
relevant material within a certain 
source 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/My-Research-Sources-Fill-in-the-Blanks-Worksheet-514522
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/My-Research-Sources-Fill-in-the-Blanks-Worksheet-514522
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/My-Research-Sources-Fill-in-the-Blanks-Worksheet-514522
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/My-Research-Sources-Fill-in-the-Blanks-Worksheet-514522
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/My-Research-Sources-Fill-in-the-Blanks-Worksheet-514522
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/My-Research-Sources-Fill-in-the-Blanks-Worksheet-514522
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Website-Evaluation-Worksheet-Check-List-and-Scoring-Guide-710467
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Website-Evaluation-Worksheet-Check-List-and-Scoring-Guide-710467
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Website-Evaluation-Worksheet-Check-List-and-Scoring-Guide-710467
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Website-Evaluation-Worksheet-Check-List-and-Scoring-Guide-710467
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Guide-710467 Students 
will use a rubric to create 
files on a variety of 
topics.    

 

3. Analyze & 
Evaluate 
resources for 
point of view, 
bias, values, or 
intent of 
information.  

 Use picture books and 
award winning books to 
demonstrate bias and 
stereotyping through a 
variety of reading levels and 
genres. 

 Introduce advertising 
techniques focusing on 
purpose, intended audience, 
and credibility.  Use 
examples from television 
and magazines.  Let 
students make collages of 
magazine ads illustrating 
techniques such as 
testimonial, emotional 
appeal, and snob appeal.    

 Use picture books and 
award winning books to 
demonstrate bias and 
stereotyping through a 
variety of reading levels 
and genres. 

 Provide examples of statements and 
articles that employ bias, point of 
view, values, and that demonstrate 
various intents for information.  Use a 
jeopardy or other game style to quiz 
recognition of these issues. 

 Specifically look at news articles and 
resources that students frequent for 
instances bias, etc. and discuss uses 
for this in their research 

Use 
technology 
and other 
resources for 
assigned 
tasks and the 
purpose of 
accessing, 
organizing, 
and sharing 
information. 
 

 

6.TT.1-HS.TT.1 

1. Select & Use 
appropriate 
technology 
tools and other 
resources to 
gather and 
access data 
and 
information. 

 Demonstrate searches using 
one topic and the different 
"hits" you get going subject 
vs. keyword, etc. Introduce 
the following online indexes: 
NCWiseOwl, NC Digital 
library, Public Library. 

 Compare & contrast 
websites considering 
strengths, weaknesses and 
comprehensiveness of each. 
Discuss .com, .org., .edu, 
.net, .gov. Use attached 
sheet to score several 
websites after doing ppt 
lesson to discuss comparing 

 Review use of Destiny 
catalog, NCWiseOwl, NC 
Digital library & public 
library. Explain use of 
search engines to find 
appropriate information on 
the Internet. 

 Demonstrate the various ways to 
search our online databases at 
NCWISEOWL etc., especially how to 
narrow results for relevance to the 
task; discuss additional sources of 
information and how to access these 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Website-Evaluation-Worksheet-Check-List-and-Scoring-Guide-710467
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websites. 
https://www.teacherspayteac
hers.com/Product/Website-
Evaluation-Worksheet-
Check-List-and-Scoring-
Guide-710467  

2. Select & Use 
appropriate 
technology 
tools and other 
resources to 
organize data 
and 
information. 

 Demonstrate how to 
organize data in easy to 
understand ways (word 
charts, databases, 
spreadsheets, graphic 
organizers, online-tools like 
google 

  Demonstrate how to 

organize data in easy to 
understand ways (word 
charts, databases, 
spreadsheets, graphic 
organizers, online-tools like 
google 

 Demonstrate the benefits of using 
Google Docs/Sheets/Slides for 
collaborative research 

 Demonstrate organizing notes and 
sources with powerpoint or google 
slides( model the slide with title as 
the source or topic and content of the 
slide as the notes and location of the 
information; note cards can also be 
the actual source citations) 

3. Select & Use 
appropriate 
technology 
tools and other 
resources to 
design 
products to 
effectively 
share 
information 
with others 

 Introduce methods of 
multimedia presentation and 
instruct how to build and 
deliver and effective 
presentation. 

  Introduce methods of 

multimedia presentation and 
instruct how to build and 
deliver and effective 
presentation. 

 Introduce a variety of multimedia 
presentation tools and offer basic 
instruction on how to design these, 
showcase example presentations and 
discuss the benefits of using different 
styles/tools for various types of 
presentations. Have students to 
determine the pros and cons for use 
and ease of use for the different tools.  

 Discuss the importance of 
organization of information in a 
presentation for the audience, 
attractiveness of design, and 
inclusion of appropriate graphics. 

Apply a 
research 
process for 
collaborative 
or individual 
research to 
given tasks 
including 

1. Implement a 
research 
process 
collaboratively 
that is group 
selected and 
project-based 
leading to the 

 Reinforce and enhance 
classroom study of 
literary  elements story 
elements; setting, 
characters, point of view, 
plot, climax.  Also cover 
author's craft: writing, 
editing, rewriting.     Ask 

 Have students share 
examples from 
commercials, 
advertisements, cartoons, 
television shows, etc. 
where prior knowledge 
affects understanding or 
enjoyment of a 

 Identify some examples of global 
issues and project based 
opportunities to meet global 
awareness within the scope of the 
content area in which you are working 
to model.  Be sure to talk to students 
about how to organize their tasks and 
ways they can distribute the workload 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Website-Evaluation-Worksheet-Check-List-and-Scoring-Guide-710467
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Website-Evaluation-Worksheet-Check-List-and-Scoring-Guide-710467
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Website-Evaluation-Worksheet-Check-List-and-Scoring-Guide-710467
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Website-Evaluation-Worksheet-Check-List-and-Scoring-Guide-710467
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Website-Evaluation-Worksheet-Check-List-and-Scoring-Guide-710467
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project-based 
activities 
leading to the 
design of 
products that 
address 
global 
problems. 
 

 

6.RP.1-
HS.RP.1 

design of 
products that 
address global-
awareness.       
                          
                       

students to share prior 
knowledge verbally or 
through the use of graphic 
organizers before using 
familiar stories or current 
events to illustrate how prior 
knowledge influences 
understanding information.   

 Introduce concept of 
selecting a research topic, 
identifying prior knowledge 
and new knowledge needed. 
Help students formulate 
questions about the topic.   

 Collaborate with teachers in 
teaching BIG6 and modeling 
for students to help them in 
finding appropriate 
resources.  Show video on 
Big6 steps and discuss how 
to use it in real world 
situations. 
https://youtu.be/y1wbmZgD7
3o  

 Prepare a document that 
offers a logical, sequential 
strategy for using all 
available resources.  Include 
keywords, dictionaries, 
indexes, cross references, 
table of contents. Model a 
sample topic for all students 
and monitor students as 
they search and record 
information being sure to 
encourage and assist with 
variable search 
terms.  Direct students to 
evaluate their successes and 
adapt strategies as 

situation.  Have students 
create advertisements, 
storyboards or cartoons to 
illustrate the impact of 
prior knowledge on a 
situation.   

 Review and reinforce the 
concept of selecting a 
research topic, identifying 
prior knowledge and new 
knowledge needed.  Help 
students formulate 
questions about the 
topic.      

 Collaborate with teachers 
in teaching BIG6 and 
modeling for students to 
help them in finding 
appropriate 
resources.  Show video on 
Big6 steps and discuss 
how to use it in real world 
situations. 
https://youtu.be/y1wbmZg
D73o  

 Prepare a document that 
offers a logical, sequential 
strategy for using all 
available 
resources.  Include 
keywords, dictionaries, 
indexes, cross references, 
table of contents.  

 Model a sample topic for 
all students and monitor 
students as they search 
and record information 
being sure to encourage 
and assist with variable 
search terms.  Direct 
students to evaluate their 

to facilitate successful group 
research. 

 Implement mini-lessons to assist in 
the BIG 6 flow for students using your 
example topic that will showcase 
important issues such as: note 
taking, diverse resources, narrowing 
of the search,etc 

https://youtu.be/y1wbmZgD73o
https://youtu.be/y1wbmZgD73o
https://youtu.be/y1wbmZgD73o
https://youtu.be/y1wbmZgD73o
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needed.  Use current MLA 
format guidelines.   

 Provide signage, handouts, 
and websites that 
demonstrate appropriate 
citations for all types of 
sources. 

successes and adapt 
strategies as 
needed.     Use current 
MLA format guidelines.   

 Provide signage, 
handouts, and websites 
that demonstrate 
appropriate citations for all 
types of sources. 

2. Implement a 
research 
process 
independently 
that is student 
selected and 
project-based 
leading to the 
design of 
products that 
address global-
awareness. 

SAA ( adjust for independent 
work) 

SAA (adjust for independent 
work) 

Continue building upon the skills learned 
in the group research and apply it to 
independent projects. 

Analyze 
issues and 
practices of 
and apply 
responsible 
behaviors 
when using 
information 
and 
technology 
resources. 
 

 

6.SE.1-
HS.SE.1 

1. Apply & 
Analyze ethical 
behavior 
(copyright, not 
plagiarizing, 
proper 
netiquette) 
when using 
print and online 
resources. 

 Demonstrate, model, and 
discuss appropriate care 
and use of resources. For 
example: how books should 
be put on the shelves; how 
library equipment should be 
used and left when you are 
done, etc.  Display rules and 
signs telling students how to 
care for media 
materials.  Utilize students 
as media helpers.   

 Discuss ownership of and 
respect for creative work of 
others.  Show Fair”y” Use 
Tale video. 
https://youtu.be/CJn_jC4FN
Do Use current topics such 

 Demonstrate, model, and 
discuss appropriate care 
and use of resources. For 
example: how books 
should be put on the 
shelves; how library 
equipment should be used 
and left when you are 
done, etc.  Display rules 
and signs telling students 
how to care for media 
materials.  Utilize students 
as media helpers.   

 Discuss ownership of and 
respect for creative work 
of others.  Use current 
topics such as 
downloading music, 

 Discuss the difference between 
plagiarizing and summarizing and 
when to use direct quotes from a 
source. 

 Demonstrate how to cite various 
types of sources using the adopted 
format for your school/content area 
(MLA)  Students can use cite assisting 
sites to help...but should not rely on 
these (citationmachine.net).  Also be 
sure to show students the options for 
bibliographic information when 
searching sources on NCWISEOWL. 

 Review copyright guidelines, fair use 
ideas, and the public domain.  (Maybe 
show the Fair(y) Use Tale video and 
then quiz them on examples: 

https://youtu.be/CJn_jC4FNDo
https://youtu.be/CJn_jC4FNDo
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as downloading music, 
copying videos, etc. to 
explain copyright and 
plagiarism.   

 Introduce/Review AUP and 
BYOD policies to staff and 
students.  Model and 
demonstrate acceptable use 
and post signage of rules.    

 Use signage, displays and 
handouts of accurate, up-to-
date guidelines for citing 
sources.   Reinforce 
concepts of intellectual 
property, plagiarism, and 
copyright 
compliance.  Present 
scenarios and elicit 
responses through the use 
of various activities (for 
example news articles, 
current law suits, 
commercials, music 
downloads, etc.) that show 
an understanding of 
compliance with copyright 
law.     Use quiz/lesson in 
Smart Notebook Exchange 
on copyright laws. 
http://exchange.smarttech.c
om/search.html?q=copyright 
Use current MLA format 
guidelines.   

 Provide signage, handouts, 
and websites that 
demonstrate appropriate 
citations for all types of 
sources. 

copying videos, etc. to 
explain copyright and 
plagiarism.   

 Introduce/Review AUP and 
BYOD policies to staff and 
students.  Model and 
demonstrate acceptable 
use and post signage of 
rules.      

 Use signage, displays and 
handouts of accurate, up-
to-date guidelines for 
citing sources.   Reinforce 
concepts of intellectual 
property, plagiarism, and 
copyright 
compliance.  Present 
scenarios and elicit 
responses through the use 
of various activities (for 
example news articles, 
current law suits, 
commerials, music 
downloads, etc.) that show 
an understanding of 
compliance with copyright 
law.   Use quiz/lesson in 
Smart Notebook Exchange 
on copyright laws. 
http://exchange.smarttech.
com/search.html?q=copyri
ght   Use current MLA 
format guidelines.   

 Provide signage, 
handouts, and websites 
that demonstrate 
appropriate citations for all 
types of sources. 

 Use the professional 

development 

http://www.teachingcopyright.org/han
douts/a-fair(y)-use-tale 

 Provide scenarios that fall into each 
category and then discuss the why it 
fits there so they will be able to 
recognize instances in their own lives 

 www.commonsensemedia.org 

  

 

http://exchange.smarttech.com/search.html?q=copyright
http://exchange.smarttech.com/search.html?q=copyright
http://exchange.smarttech.com/search.html?q=copyright
http://exchange.smarttech.com/search.html?q=copyright
http://exchange.smarttech.com/search.html?q=copyright
http://www.teachingcopyright.org/handouts/a-fair(y)-use-tale
http://www.teachingcopyright.org/handouts/a-fair(y)-use-tale
http://www.commonsensemedia.org/
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resources on 

www.commonsensem

edia.org to learn best 

practices for teaching 

digital citizenship to 

your students. 

https://www.common

sensemedia.org/educ

ators/scope-and-

sequence#filter-topic-

creative-credit--

copyright  

2. Apply & 
Analyze the 
safety 
precautions 
necessary 
when using 
print and online 
resources 
(personal 
information, 
passwords, 
etc.). 

 Complete lesson from 
CyberSmart on privacy and 
internet safety. 

 https://www.commonsense
media.org/educators/scope-
and-sequence#filter-topic-
privacy--security 

 Invite students in to explore 
digital dilemmas and 
practice decision-making - 
all without risking their real-
world reputations - in the 
stories and mini-games of 
Digital Compass. 

https://www.commonsensemedi
a.org/educators/scope-and-
sequence#filter-topic-internet-
safety  

Invite students in to explore 
digital dilemmas and practice 
decision-making - all without 
risking their real-world 
reputations - in the stories and 
mini-games of Digital 
Compass. 
https://www.commonsenseme
dia.org/educators/scope-and-
sequence#filter-topic-internet-
safety  
 

Cyber-bullying lesson; students may still 
struggle with what is actually bullying; 
Social media cautionary 
information.  Why is it important to keep 
your passwords private?  What are the 
legal/criminal/safety consequences for 
online behavior?  What are the long-term 
(career) ramifications for online 
behaviors? 

Reading 
Motivation 

 
Book club, displays, signage, author visits, blind date with a book, book fairs etc 

 

http://www.commonsensemedia.org/
http://www.commonsensemedia.org/
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/scope-and-sequence#filter-topic-creative-credit--copyright
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/scope-and-sequence#filter-topic-creative-credit--copyright
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/scope-and-sequence#filter-topic-creative-credit--copyright
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/scope-and-sequence#filter-topic-creative-credit--copyright
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/scope-and-sequence#filter-topic-creative-credit--copyright
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/scope-and-sequence#filter-topic-creative-credit--copyright
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/scope-and-sequence#filter-topic-privacy--security
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/scope-and-sequence#filter-topic-privacy--security
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/scope-and-sequence#filter-topic-privacy--security
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/scope-and-sequence#filter-topic-privacy--security
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/scope-and-sequence#filter-topic-internet-safety
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/scope-and-sequence#filter-topic-internet-safety
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/scope-and-sequence#filter-topic-internet-safety
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/scope-and-sequence#filter-topic-internet-safety
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/scope-and-sequence#filter-topic-internet-safety
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/scope-and-sequence#filter-topic-internet-safety
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/scope-and-sequence#filter-topic-internet-safety
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/scope-and-sequence#filter-topic-internet-safety

